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ABSTRACT

One embodiment of the present invention is a method for
playing a portion of a media work which includes Steps of:

(a) playing the media work; (b) receiving input from a user;
and (c) analyzing parameters to determine the portion of the
media work to play; (d) altering at least a part of the portion;
and (e) playing the portion.
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for example, and without limitation, file Servers or Streaming

network traffic, congestion, transmission errors, and the like.
However, this disadvantage can be reduced by utilizing a
data buffer within a media player that caches a number of
Seconds of content. In a typical implementation that pro
vides buffering, media data flows into the buffer before it is
consumed by the player.
0006 To minimize the gaps or defects described above,
the buffer must be kept reasonably full, and thus must be
filled before playback commences. As a result, whenever a
user Skips to a new location in the media Stream, including
a location already played, a re-buffering interruption occurs
while buffered portions of the media work are discarded, and
the buffer is refilled from the media storage device. These
re-buffering interruptions can be tedious and annoying Since
they may occur at the precise moment the user is trying to
back up and replay a portion of interest. In addition, as the
Viewer/listener waits for playback to be resumed, he/she
may lose or forget the context of the passage or the previous

media servers) that are accessible via the Internet for users

utterance.

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR A PLAYBACK
ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM IMPLEMENTING A
"SAY AGAIN" FEATURE

0001) This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C.
119(e) of U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/286,881, filed

on Apr. 26, 2001.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0002 One or more embodiments of the present invention
pertain to improving the accuracy and usability of a media
work.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0003. Many digitally encoded audio and audio-visual
works are stored as data on hard-drives, CD-ROMS, Digital

Video Disks (“DVD'), magnetic tape, and servers (such as,

to download. Such audio or audio-visual works may be

distributed over a communications channel Such as, for

example, and without limitation, a computer bus, a local area

network (“LAN”), an intranet, and the Internet. Digitally
encoded audio and audio-visual works may also be distrib
uted over broadcast channels Such as cable television chan

nels or radio channels, or over a telephone channel as part
of a telephony or other communication System. In addition,
digitally encoded audio and audio-visual works may be
captured or Synthetically generated and distributed over a
communications channel, as described above, without being
Stored as data in any central location. In accordance with any

Such distribution, data representing a media work (i.e., any
one or any combination of any one or more of) comprises:
(a) audio; (b) Video, (c) a pictorial representation (cartoon or
animation); (d) text; (e) an audio-visual work, (f) a multi
media work; and (g) meta data including, without limitation,
transcripts and close captioning) resides in Storage, and is

transferred to a playback device.
0004. Often when listening to a media work that is being
played back, a listener will realize that he/she did not hear,
or See, or understand Something that was just presented. For
example, if the media work is a recorded telephone message,
a Speaker may have spoken a telephone number too rapidly
to be copied down or memorized. Or, if the media work is
a lecture, the lecturer may have Said Something that was
difficult to understand; or the lecturer may have presented a
complex diagram momentarily, and immediately moved on
to Something else. This problem may occur when the media
work is played back at a normal rate. However, if the media
work is played back at a playback rate that is faster than

normal (using for example, but not exclusively, Time-Scale

Modification technology available from Enounce Incorpo

rated of Palo Alto, Calif.) this problem may occur more
frequently. In these situations, a listener or viewer will
attempt to back up and replay a portion of the work.
0005 One well-known technique for providing playback
of an audio or audio-visual work is referred to as “stream

ing.” AS is well known, Streaming entails downloading data
that represents the audio or audio-visual work, and initiating
playback before the entire work has been received. One
disadvantage of Streaming is that from time to time notice
able gaps in audio content and/or defects in Visual content
occur due to interruptions in the flow of data resulting from

0007 One prior art method for handling a back up and
review request from a user is to require the user to perform
a “seek operation. For Streaming media, for example, and
without limitation, the Seek operation may initiate a re
broadcast of an audio or audio-visual work each time a user

requests a different location, i.e., a location that is ahead of,
or behind, the current playback location in the audio or
audio-visual work. This prior art method has a disadvantage
in that the user must wait before playback of the work
begins. Another disadvantage of this prior art method in the
case of back up and replay for streaming media occurs
because a media Server must fulfill a request to reposition,
and then retransmit data that has already been Sent. AS a
result, the Server is taxed to retransmit information that the

playback device or Software has recently received. This
causes an increase in Server load during heavy use Since
multiple requests may arrive simultaneously, and Storage
acceSS patterns and broadcast load can vary widely. AS a
result, the media Server's capacity to Serve a number of
clients in a reasonable time may be limited, and network
resources for Such retransmission may be limited.
0008. As one can readily appreciate from the above, a
need exists in the art for a method and apparatus for Solving
one or more of the above-described problems.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0009. One or more embodiments of the present invention
advantageously Satisfy one or more of the above-described
problems. In particular, one embodiment of the present
invention is a method for playing a portion of a media work
which comprises steps of: (a) playing the media work; (b)
receiving input from a user; and (c) analyzing parameters to
determine the portion of the media work to play. In accor
dance with another embodiment of the present invention, the
method further includes a step of altering at least a part of
the portion.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURE

0010 FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of one embodiment
of the present invention;
0011 FIG. 2 shows one embodiment of a graphics user
interface that is used to present information to, and receive
information from, a user to enable the user to trigger a "Say
Again function;
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0012 FIG. 3 shows one embodiment of a graphics user
interface that is used to present information to, and receive
information from, a user to enable the user to Set and/or

modify Say Again Behavioral Parameters;
0013 FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of another embodi
ment of the present invention; and
0.014 FIG. 5 shows a diagram of a buffering scheme
utilized to fabricate one embodiment of the present inven
tion.
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Time parameter, the playback rate is once again what it was
at the moment that the Say Again button was pressed.
0018 FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of “Say Again”
System 1000 which is fabricated in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention and which provides,
among other things, backup and replay of multimedia con

tent (including, without limitation, audio in a wide variety of
digital voice platforms and devices). As shown in FIG. 1,
User Interface 100 comprises Say Again Trigger Mechanism
110, and Say Again Parameter Display and Modification

Mechanism 120 (“SAPDMM 120”) used to set parameters
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0.015. One or more embodiments of the present invention
entail receiving input from a user providing an indication of
a desire for replay of a portion of a media work. AS used
herein, the term media work is used in the broadest Sense

possible, and includes, without limitation, information used
to represent, encode, or reconstruct any one or any combi

nation of any one or more of: (a) audio; (b) Video, (c) a
pictorial representation (cartoon or animation); (d) text; (e)
an audio-Visual work, (f) a multimedia work; and (g) meta
data including, without limitation, transcripts and close
captioning. In addition, further embodiments of the present
invention entail receiving input from the user that is used to
alter at least a part of the portion of the content to be
replayed, or that is used to alter playback control parameters,
in an effort to increase the intelligibility of the content being
replayed.

0016. In accordance with one embodiment of the present

invention, a "Say Again System is used in the context of a
multimedia content Store, a plurality of multimedia content
Servers, a multimedia player, a plurality of multimedia
transformation and rendering components, and a plurality of
multimedia output devices. The Storage for the multimedia
content may be local to the multimedia player, or the content
Store and Server may be remote from the multimedia player,
with the multimedia content delivered as Streaming media
over a local or wide area network Such as the Internet. The

multimedia player and renderers may be any electronically
controllable media processing components, and the output
devices may be any of a plurality of digital Storage or display
devices.

0.017. In accordance with one such embodiment, a user
can activate a “Say Again' Trigger Mechanism during
playback of multimedia content by a multimedia player

program (Such as, for example, a RealNetworkS(R) Real
Player(R) Media Player or a Microsoft WindowsTM Media
Player) by, for example, pressing a button labeled, for

example, "Say Again” on a graphics user interface. When
the Say Again button is pressed, the Say Again Trigger
Mechanism is activated. In response, playback is momen
tarily paused; the current playback location is Set back by an

amount specified by a Backup Time parameter (for example,
five Seconds); the playback rate may be reduced from

whatever playback rate was in effect when the Say Again
button was pressed to a fraction of that playback rate

Specified by a Repeat Speed parameter (for example, 50
percent); and playback is resumed. Playback continues at the

new playback rate until a playback location is reached where
the Say Again button was pressed. Playback continues
beyond that point at a steadily increasing playback rate,
until, after a number of Seconds Specified by a Recovery

that affect behavior of Say Again System 1000.
0019 Say Again Trigger Mechanism 110 provides infor

mation to a user (for example, by means of a graphics
display), and receives input from the user indicating the

user's desire to back-up and repeat a Specified Segment of a
media work being rendered. In response to user input, Say
Again Trigger Mechanism 110 produces, as output, Trigger
Messages that are applied as input to Say Again Controller
200 from User Interface 100. Trigger Messages may take
any one of a number of forms that are well known to those

of ordinary skill in the art for passing information (includ

ing, for example, and without limitation, the form of an
electrical Signal in the case of a circuit, a Software message,

an interrupt, a datagram, a packet, or a flag) indicating a

trigger has been activated by the user.
0020 Say Again Trigger Mechanism 110 may include the

use of the following to receive user input (by way of
example but not limitation): a keyboard which is activated
by a key press, a keypad having multiple buttons, each with
a label, wherein when any of the buttons are pressed, a
Trigger Message is constructed with that button's label; a
foot pedal which is activated by a foot pedal press, a button
on a Screen controlled by a Software program which is
activated by a mouse click, a microphone which is activated
by a spoken command; Speech recognition; or any other type
of input device or mechanism capable of receiving user
input. The user input may also include input of trigger
parameter values. These parameters can be integers, Strings,
or other variable types, and are encoded into the Trigger
Messages.
0021 FIG. 2 shows one embodiment of a graphics user
interface generated by Say Again Trigger Mechanism 110
that is used to present information to, and receive informa
tion from, a user to enable the user to trigger a "Say Again
function. As shown in FIG. 2, “Say Again” button 2000 is
used to activate the “Say Again function by mouse click. AS
further shown in FIG. 2, speed control slider 2010 on
SpeedBar 2015 is used to control playback speed manually.
SpeedBar 2015 can be implemented in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention that runs under
Microsoft's WindowsTM operating system using commonly
understood techniques for implementing WindowsTM appli
cations dialog boxes.
0022. In accordance with this embodiment, whenever a
mouse click is made over button 2000 labeled “Say Again.”
Say Again Trigger Mechanism 110 generates a Say Again
Message that is sent from User Interface 100 to Say Again
Controller 200. Whenever a mouse click is made over button

2020 labeled “Properties,” SAPDMM 120 displays Say
Again Property Sheet shown in FIG. 3.
0023 FIG. 3 shows one embodiment of a graphics user
interface generated by SAPDMM 120 that is used to present
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information to, and receive information from, a user to

enable the user to set and/or modify Say Again Behavioral
Parameters. In particular, FIG. 3 shows Property Sheet
dialog box 3000 that can be implemented in accordance with
one embodiment of the present invention that runs under
Microsoft's WindowsTM operating system using commonly
understood techniques for implementing WindowsTM appli
cations dialog boxes.
0024. In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, the Say Again Behavioral Parameters are Soft
ware parameters or variables that the user can Set to control
the behavior of the Say Again function. As will be described
in detail below, their range and Scope are chosen So that, in
conjunction with user input and the State of Say Again
Controller 200, changing their values will change the behav
ior and utility of the Say Again function.
0.025. Useful Say Again Behavioral Parameters include,
but are not limited to, an amount of time that a playback
location should be moved back, a change in playback Speed
that should be effected during a repetition period, a change
in audio Volume during a repetition period, and a duration of
a recovery period following a repetition. In addition, as will
be described below, for embodiments in which a user can

modify code that is executed by Say Again Controller 200,
that modifiable code constitutes a Subset of the Say Again
Behavioral Parameters.

0026. In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, the Say Again Behavioral Parameters that affect
actions of Say Again System 1000 include:
0027 a. Backup Time: The number of seconds that
a playback location should be pushed back when Say
Again button 2000 is pressed. In accordance with
one embodiment the default is 5 seconds.

0028 b. Repeat Speed: In accordance with one
embodiment, this parameter is a percentage, i.e., the
playback Speed will begin at this fraction of the
playback rate in effect just before Say Again button
2000 was pressed. In accordance with one embodi
ment the default is 50%.

0029 c. Recovery Time: The number of seconds
over which the playback rate should climb from a
“Say Again” playback rate to the original playback
rate when playback once again reaches the point at
which Say Again button 2000 was pressed. In accor
dance with one embodiment the default is 5 seconds.

0.030. In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, the Say Again Behavioral Parameters are initial
ized to predetermined “reasonable' values before Say Again
System 1000 is brought online. Then, for example, mouse
clicking over button 2020 labeled “Properties' enables the
user to display and modify the Say Again Behavioral Param
eters. One advantage of making the Say Again Behavioral
Parameters user modifiable is that the user can tune the

behavior of the Say Again action to best suit the user's
purpose in triggering that Say Again action.
0031. As shown in FIG. 1, SAPDMM 120 receives as

input: (a) Current Behavioral Parameters from Behavioral
Parameter Memory 300 (“BPM 300); (b) and user input
(using, by way of example but not limitation: a keyboard

which is activated by a key preSS, a foot pedal which is
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activated by a foot pedal press, a button on a Screen
controlled by a Software program which is activated by a
mouse click, a microphone which is activated by a Spoken
command; or any other type of input device or mechanism

capable of receiving user input) to manipulate the value of
a Behavioral Parameter. SAPDMM 120 produces as output:
Updated Behavioral Parameters that are sent from User
Interface 100 to BPM 300. SAPDMM 120 displays the
values of the parameters numerically or by pictorial repre
Sentation and enables the user to manipulate the values.

0032. As further shown in FIG. 1, BPM.300: (a) receives,
from SAPDMM 120; and (b) produces, as output, stored

as input, values for the Say Again Behavioral Parameters

values of the Say Again Behavioral Parameters, which
values, in turn, are applied as input to SAPDMM 120 and
Say Again Controller 200. The user's preferred parameter
values for the Say Again Behavioral Parameters can be

stored (or “persisted”) from invocation to invocation of the

Say Again mechanism by Storing the values in a file, in a
database, or in a system repository such as the WindowsTM
Registry. There are many techniques that are well known to
those of ordinary skill in the art for receiving, Storing,
retrieving and outputting digital values, for example using
random acceSS memories, hard disks, registry Settings, local
files, and the like.

0033) As further shown in FIG. 1, Say Again Controller
200 ("SAC 200') receives as input: (a) Trigger Messages
from Say Again Trigger Mechanism 110 through User

Interface 100; (b) Current Behavioral Parameters from BPM
300; (c) Playback State Messages from Multimedia Player
500; and (d) Playback Progress Messages from Multimedia
Player 500. SAC 200 produces as output: (a) Player Control
Messages that are applied as input to Multimedia Player

500; and (b) Playback Mode and Characteristics Messages

that are applied as input to Media Rendering Components
600.

0034. In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, the Playback ProgreSS Messages are data Struc
tures that are created by a Sender module, Sent to a messag
ing library for handling, and then delivered to any number
of software modules that have registered a method to be
invoked by which Such message Structures are to be deliv
ered to the registering module. The message Structures
actually transmitted, queued, delivered, and processed using
Such a scheme include so-called Time-Scale Modification

(“TSM') Messages that contain requests for changes in

playback Speed, and notifications that Such changes have
been accomplished. They also include Output Messages, in
which notifications are broadcast that Multimedia Player
500 has started, paused, or Stopped playback, and notifica
tions are broadcast of playback progreSS, including infor
mation as to current playback location in the multimedia
content, and the amount of time elapsed Since playback last
resumed.

0035) In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, Say Again Controller 200 controls Multimedia
Player 500, including Such functions as pausing, Seeking
backward and forward, resuming play, Stopping play, Start
ing up or shutting down any of a plurality of Streams within
the multimedia content, providing a new Stream or locator
information identifying a new Stream to be played, and any
other useful functions of Multimedia Player 500 that can be

US 2002/0194608A1

programmatically controlled. In accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention, the control is carried

out using a Component Object Model (“COM") C++ pure

abstract class interface Specifying methods for pausing,
Stopping, and resuming playback, and for Seeking to Some
location within the playback media, beginning either with
the beginning or end of the media, or offset from the current
location. Both the RealNetworks(R) RealPlayer(R) Media
Player and Microsoft WindowsTM Media Player support
Such COM interfaces, and both RealNetworks and Microsoft

offer Software Development Kits (SDKs) which document
how their player products can be controlled using those

interfaces.

0036). In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, Say Again Controller 200 controls the mode and
perceptual characteristics of playback. Examples include
changing playback Speed, changing playback Volume, and
changing the mode or quality of a decoding process used to
render multimedia content. If various quality decoding algo
rithms are available, this enables Say Again Controller 200
to Switch from one quality to another. If the source of the

player input stream (Multimedia Content Server 400) can

Supply input of various bandwidths, this enables Say Again
Controller 200 to Switch from one bandwidth to another.

0037. In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, the Playback Mode and Characteristics Control
Messages are TSM messages discussed above. For example,
by generating and broadcasting so-called TSM REQUEST
messages, Say Again Controller 200 can request a TSM
engine to modify the playback rate, or Speed. Such messages
can also modify the quality of the Time-Scale Modification
calculations used, the Time-Scale Modification algorithm
used, and/or the amplitude of the audio output.
0.038 SAC 200 comprises a state machine, and tech
niques for implementing a State machine in Software are well
known to those of ordinary skill in the art. During playback,
SAC 200 begins in one of a plurality of quiescent states that
makes it available for executing the "Say Again function.
Whenever SAC 200 receives a “Say Again” Trigger Mes
Sage from Say Again Trigger Mechanism 110, it executes the
Say Again function by effecting a transition to one of a
plurality of initial action states. Over time SAC 200 transi
tions from one action State to another in response to various
inputs it receives. It may remain in, or transition between,
various action States indefinitely, or Such transitions may be
designed to bring SAC 200 back to some quiescent state
after a fixed period of time.
0039. As a consequence of the transition between one
State to another, and as a consequence of remaining in a State
without transition, SAC 200 may send Player Control and
Playback Mode and Characteristics Control Messages to
effect changes in various playback modes and characteris
tics. For instance, SAC 200 may raise the volume of the
output signal by a certain amount when it enters one of its
action States, and then gradually lower the Volume over time
until the volume has returned to its original level. Other
parameters, including but not limited to, playback Speed and
decoding quality, can also be varied as the result of entry into
a particular state, amount of time that SAC 200 has been in
a State, upon exit from a particular State, as a function of the
amount of content played back while in a particular State, or
any combination of these or other System parameters. The
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time course of Such changes may eventually bring the
playback modes and characteristics back to their pre-Say
Again values, or they may continue changed indefinitely.

0040. In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, SAC 200 States and their general meaning are as
follows:

0041 a. INVALID: State SAC 200 is in before
initialization;

0.042) b. DISABLED: State SAC 200 is in when
playback is not underway;
004.3 c. AVAILABLE: Quiescent state SAC 200 is
in during playback when the Say Again function is
not underway;
0044) d. SAYINGAGAIN: Initial action state: SAC
200 transitions to this state whenever a Trigger
Message is received, and remains in that State until
the Say Again function is cancelled, or playback
returns to the point that it was at when the Trigger
Message was received;
0.045 e. RECOVERING: Final action state: SAC
200 transitions from the SAYINGAGAIN State to the

RECOVERING state, and remains there until it

transitions to any of the other States.

0046. In accordance with one or more embodiments of

the present invention, SAC 200 effects changes in the
playback of multimedia content as SAC 200 enters a par
ticular State, receives playback, temporal, or other informa

tion while SAC 200 is in a state, or exits a state. SAC 200

effects these changes by executing program code that
invokes Player Control and Playback Mode and Character
istics Control Messages. The changes that SAC 200 can
effect include, but are not limited to, causing Multimedia
Player 500 to jump to a different location in the content

(Such as backward 4 Seconds), playing the material at
another speed (Such as 50 percent slower), changing the
Volume (Such as play the material 4 dB louder), eliminating
one or more streams of content (Such as muting a Sound
track), inducing Multimedia Content Server 400 to switch
between an input Stream of one bandwidth to another or
from one Stream to another, or changing the mode of

playback (Such as Switching to a frame-by-frame mode in

which each frame of a Sequence of images is displayed until
the user presses a key, whereupon the next frame is dis

played). Many other effects could be devised which might be
advantageous to the listener's or viewer's understanding, or
Serve other purposes of the user. For example, the underly
ing properties of the media work may be examined, and Such
information from the analysis of the Signal used to determine
the type of modification, if any, that may be applied in an
effort to increase intelligibility. AS an example, the ampli
tude of the audio portion of the media relative to the
amplitude of the audio portion of previously presented
portions of the media work could be examined, and if the

amplitude (i.e., volume) were lower than other passages, the
replayed portion of the media work may be modified to
increase the Volume and thereby increase the intelligibility.
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In Still another example, the word rate in the audio portion
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0062) This behavior is summarized in Table 1 below.

of the media work can be examined, and used to determine

an alternative playback Speed which increases intelligibility
or transcribability. In yet another example the number of
objects, for example faces, in the Video portion of a media
work can be computed, and used to determine if the Video
portion of the Signal should be replayed with increased
clarity by image enhancement techniques, or by requesting
a higher quality encoding of the portion of the media work.
0047. In general, SAC 200 can respond to additional
Trigger Messages while it is in any State, including action
States, and can handle Such “multiple” signals in a mean
ingful manner. In other words, the particular Say Again
function effected can be dependent on the state that SAC 200
is in when a Trigger Message is detected, and the behavior
of SAC 200 may be advantageously different when the user
generates a trigger while a previous Say Again action is still
underway.

0.048. In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, SAC 200 operates as follows:
0049. Until the Say Again Controller is initialized,
the State is INVALID.

0050. When the Say Again Controller is initialized,
the State is set to DISABLED.

0051 When the Say Again Controller receives an
Output Message indicating that playback has begun,
the state is set to AVAILABLE.

0052. When a Say Again Trigger Message is
received during playback (with SAC 200 in any
State), the following events are effected:
0053) 1) Playback is paused momentarily, the
player is instructed to Seek backward a number of
Seconds Specified by the Backup Time parameter;
0054) 2) The current playback speed is stored for
later use;

0055 3) The current playback speed is reduced by
a fractions Specified by the Repeat Speed param

eter,

0056 4) Playback is resumed;
0057 5) The SAC 200 state is transitioned to
SAYINGAGAIN.

0.058 When the current state is SAYINGAGAIN,
and an Output message is received indicating that
Backup Time Seconds of content have been output,
the SAC 200 state is transitioned to RECOVERING.

0059) When the current state is RECOVERING, as
periodic Output messages are received, the following
events take place:
0060) 1) the current playback speed is smoothly
increased until after Recovery Time Seconds it is
back to its original value.
0061) 2) The SAC 200 state is transitioned to
AVAILABLE.

TABLE 1.
Current

Comment

Say Again

regarding

Message

Say Again

New

State

Current State

Received

State

INVALID

initial state

Say Again Con-

DISABLED

troller initialized

DISABLED
AVAILABLE

Say Again

Output Message: AVAILABLE

function isn't
legal

playback has
begun

Say Again
function is

Say Again
SAYINGAGAIN
Trigger Message

legal
SAYINGAGAIN Say Again
function is

Output Message: RECOVERING
Content duration

being executed played while in
SAYINGAGAIN

mode is greater
than or equal to
Backup Time
Behavioral
Parameter

Say Again

RECOVERING

SAYINGAGAIN

Trigger Message
recovery from Output Message: AVAILABLE

Say Again
function is
underway

Content duration
played while in
RECOVERING

mode is greater
than or equal to
Recovery Time
Behavioral
Parameter

Say Again

SAYINGAGAIN

Trigger Message

0063. In accordance with one or more embodiments of
the present invention, for SAC 200, the program code
associated with each state will be fixed. However, it would

be advantageous in Some embodiments for that program
code to be variable so that a user could modify it. In
accordance with Such embodiments, the program code asso
ciated with each State may be one considered to be a Subset
of the Say Again Behavioral Parameters, and as Such, may
be displayed to and modified by the user. The code could be
represented in the form of Scripting language text, Such as
Java, Basic, JavaScript, Perl, Scheme, LISP, etc. In such
embodiments, SAC 200 will comprise a Scripting language
interpreter, and as each Say Again State is entered, a new Set
of scripts will be installed for interpretation by SAC 200.
Further, it would be advantageous in Some embodiments if
the components of Say Again System 1000 took the form of
“object oriented” programming constructs Such as Java,
CORBA, or COM objects, whose properties could be
accessed and modified, and whose control methods could be

invoked, by Such general Scripting commands. In Such
embodiments it would be further advantageous if those
Scripting commands could define, display, control, and
monitor user interface elements Such as buttons, Sliders,

Selectors, text fields, and So forth, and if the procedures
defined in those general Scripting commands could vary
according to the detected value of user input as presented
through Such controls.
0064. Given that the program code executed by SAC 200
when it is in a particular State can be general Scripting
commands, it should be clear that the effect of the Say Again
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function can be completely general, i.e., encompassing
changes to the playback characteristics of the multimedia
Stream as well as other, completely unrelated, effects Such
as, for example and without limitation, generating and
Sending text and/or logging information to a file, creating
and Sending email messages, triggering the launching of
other applications, carrying out mathematical computations,
creating, altering, deleting, enhancing, Storing, and trans
mitting media content and associated information, creating
and inserting bookmarks, tags, and other Such information
into the media content or an indeX file for use in future

playback of the media work, and So forth.
0065. As further shown in FIG. 1, Multimedia Content
Server 400 provides, as output, media works to Multimedia
Player 500, for example, as streaming media content that is

delivered over the Internet, a local-area network (LAN), or

from files Stored in the computer that is executing Multi
media Player 500. Using techniques that are well known to
those of ordinary skill in the art, Multimedia Content Server
400 receives, as input, messages or other information con

veying requests for: (a) a particular media work; (b) a
particular data rate, bit-rate, and/or encoding quality of Said

media work; (c) a location offset into the media work from
which transmission should begin, and (d) various parameters
Such as buffer fill rate, maximum data delivery rate, and
duration of work to send. It should be understood that

Multimedia Content Server 400 may take the form of a
database, local disk cache, local hard drive, or Server located

in any geographical location connected to a network. For
ease of understanding the current invention the numerous
possible forms of multimedia server have been omitted.
0066. As further shown in FIG. 1, Multimedia Player 500

receives, as input: (a) Multimedia Content from Multimedia
Content Server 400; and produces, as output: (a) Media Data
for Rendering that is applied as input to Media Rendering
Components 600. Multimedia Player 500 should be under
stood to be interpreted in the broadest possible Sense, and
includes without limitation, Software programs Such as, for

example, the RealNetworks(R) RealPlayer(R) (D Media

Player, WindowsTM Media Player, QuickTimeTM Player, and
all manner of Software capable of presenting audio, text,
Video, Visual representations, meta-data and any combina
tion of the foregoing running on a computer, for example,
under some version of the Microsoft WindowsTM operating
System. Embodiments of the present invention may be
implemented on, in, or as a general purpose computer, a

so-called Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a set-top box,

and Internet appliance, a consumer or professional enter
tainment device, an electronic game, a telephone, a com
munication device, a television Set, a radio, or a player of

Some other Sort.

0067. As further shown in FIG. 1, Media Rendering
Components 600 receives, as input, Media Data for Ren
dering, and produces, as output, raw media Samples to be
rendered Such as PCM-coded audio signals or image bitmap
values. Media Rendering Components 600 controls the
appearance, timing, and quality of the media renditions
that is, the final presentations of the audio, Video, or other
contents of the media. It also may be responsible for
decoding Media Data that has been encoded for reasons
having to do with efficiency of transmission, robustness of
representation, Security and privacy of the information trans
mitted, or for many other reasons.
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0068 Execution of Media Rendering Components 600 is
controlled by various control parameters, including but not

limited to a) a volume control parameter; b) a playback rate
control parameter; c) a decoding quality control parameter;
d) a stereo balance control parameter; and e) a color tem

perature control parameter. In turn, SAC 200, or other
components, can control the behavior and performance of
Media Rendering Components 600 by sending, from time to
time, updated values of these and other control parameters
to Media Rendering Components 600 in Playback Mode and
Characteristics Control Messages.
0069. As further shown in FIG. 1, Media Output Devices
700 receive, as input, Media Data for Output. Media Output
Devices 700 are well known to those of ordinary skill in the
art, and a variety of commercially available components are
available to render Media Data for Output including without

limitation: (a) Sound cards for audio, and (b) computer
graphics cards, frame-buffers, monitors, televisions, and the

like for video and text.

0070. In accordance with another aspect of the current
invention, the Say Again button can be pressed multiple
times in rapid Succession. The first time the button is
pressed, the behavior is as described above. After that, the
behavior is as follows:

0071. If the button is pressed before the playback location
is reached at which the button was first pressed (during the
“Backup Period”), SAC 200 interprets this action to mean,
“you didn't go back far enough.” Accordingly, the effective

Backup Time is increased (for example, doubled), the cur
rent location is again set back (for example, twice as far as
the last time), and playback resumes at the same speed as
after the first button press. Also, the effective Recovery Time

is increased (for example, doubled). The location at which
recovery begins remains unchanged. This increase (for
example, doubling) of Backup Time and Recovery Time
continues each time that the button is pressed during a
particular Backup Period.
0072) If the button is pressed during a Recovery Period,
SAC 200 interprets this action to mean, “I want to listen to
the same material again, and don’t be So quick to Speed up.”
Accordingly, playback is momentarily paused, the current
location is set once again to the location where the just
completed repetition began, and playback begins again. The
Speed is the usual Say Again Speed. However, the effective

Recovery Period is increased (for example, to be twice as
long as the original Setting).
0073 All Say Again parameter settings are returned to
their original values whenever the Recovery Period is com
pleted, or playback is halted, or the end of the media is
reached. In general, the current state of SAC 200 can affect
its response to any trigger mechanism, and result in an
alternative behavior and response different from the default
behavior described above.

0074 Thus, clicking on the “thumb' of speed control
slider 2010 on SpeedBar 2015 is a very quick way to reset
all Say Again parameters to their property Sheet values, and
Simultaneously cancel any ongoing Say Again playback
effects.

0075 Although FIG. 1 shows embodiment 1000 to be
comprised of Separate modules, in a preferred embodiment,
User Interface 100, Say Again Trigger Mechanism 110, Say
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Again Parameter Display and Modification Mechanism 120,
Behavioral Parameter Memory 300, Say Again Controller
200, Controller Finite State Machine 210, Multimedia Con

tent Server 400, Multimedia Player 500, and Media Ren
dering Components 600 are embodied as software programs
or modules which run on a general purpose computer Such
as, for example, a personal computer. It should be well
known to one of ordinary skill in the art, in light of the
detailed description above, how to implement these pro
grams or modules in Software.
0076 Conversely, components of embodiment 1000 may
exist in Separate locations connected to one another via a

network or any other communication means (where the use
of the term means is used in the broadest sense possible).
0077. In addition, it should be clear to those of ordinary
skill in the art that one or more embodiments of the present
invention may be combined with any number of apparatus
which provide time-Scale modification, and may be com
bined with or share components with Such Systems.
0078. As should be clear to those of ordinary skill in the
art, embodiments of the present invention include the use of
any one of a number of algorithms for determining the
behavior of the overall System. ParameterS Such as duration,
playback Speeds, and rewind intervals can all be determined
by heuristics, adaptive algorithms, neural networks and the
like.

0079. In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, whenever a user manually changes playback
Speed, any Say Again processing is automatically cancelled.
In accordance with a further embodiment of the present
invention, Say Again processing is also cancelled when the
user Stops the player, and whenever playback reaches the
end of a media file or Stream. In accordance with a still

further embodiment of the present invention, before and

after playback (that is, when no playback is taking place),

the Say Again button is disabled, and may not be pressed;
however, the Say Again properties may be displayed and
modified.

0080 Although the detailed description above used the
terms playback rate and TSM rate, and the terms playback
and playback apparatus, these terms should be understood to

include any type of presentation rate (i.e., a rate of presen
tation of information) and any type of presentation appara

tus. AS Such, these terms are to be understood as being used
in the broadest Sense. In addition, although the detailed
description used the terms media, media work, media data,
media broadcast, audio or audio-Visual work, and informa

tion, these terms should be understood to refer to any type
of information or data. AS Such, these terms are to be

understood as being used in the broadest Sense.
0081. It should also be understood that lack of compre
hension is not the only reason that a user might want to
replay a portion of content. For example, the user may have
recognized the beginning of an important Sequence, and
want to begin recording the content in a different format as
it was played back. Or the user might want to begin
rendering the media using a higher-quality, but more
resource-intensive, rendering technique. AS another
example, there may be a need to control presentation rates
of online media, and quickly repeat information for the
purposes of clarifying an utterance. In particular, calls to a
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911 emergency response Service may have more incoming
calls than perSonnel to listen to them. In that case, Speeding
up audio can help with transcribing and dispatching appro
priate information over a computer network. Clarifying an
address quickly with a "Say Again feature can provide an
important reduction in response times. Similarly, in military
and other rescue operations, repeating targeting information
Such as longitude and latitude coordinates quickly may be
Vital to achieving a quick and accurate response. In addition,
a public Service announcement regarding emergency infor
mation, Safety information, emergency response, and the
like may be missed if a user is listening at a very fast rate

(learning impaired and hearing impaired individuals may

wish to have important public Service or emergency broad
casts played at playback rates below the normal playback

rate to aid in comprehension).
0082 One or more embodiments of another aspect of the
present invention (referred to as a “Rapid Replay Feature')

enable “instantaneous” replaying of Multimedia Content
that has been streamed from Multimedia Content Server 400

(for example, a remote server). Normally, in order for

Multimedia Player 500 to replay recently played media
content, Multimedia Player 500 must send a message to
Multimedia Server 400, asking it to retransmit the data for
the desired Multimedia Content to be replayed. This may be
necessary even though a local copy of the desired data
recently resided in the player, because in a typical embodi
ment of Multimedia Player 500, Multimedia Content is
discarded by Multimedia Player 500 as soon as a segment it

describes has been rendered.

0083. However, this raises an issue in that a pause, gap,
distortion, or other perceptible defect may occur whenever
Multimedia Server 400 must retransmit the desired Multi

media Content. Such an artifact occurs not only because of
the time required for the first elements of the desired data to
arrive at Multimedia Player 500, but because, typically, a
buffer such as Media Input Buffer 510 shown in FIG. 4, is
employed by Multimedia Player 500, and playback is con
Strained from Starting until that buffer has accumulated a
certain minimum amount of data, corresponding to a mini
mum accumulated Multimedia Content in hand.

0084. Such artifacts are undesirable, and many such
artifacts can be avoided by retaining a certain amount of
Multimedia Content in Media Input Buffer 510 for some
period of time even after it has been played.
0085 FIG. 5 shows a diagram of a buffering scheme
utilized to fabricate one embodiment of the present inven
tion. As shown in FIG. 5, Multimedia Content is stored in

Media Input Buffer 510 in the form of a plurality of Media
Frames 511 wherein each Media Frame holds information

necessary to render a moment or interval of Multimedia
Content. ASSociated with each frame is Frame Timestamp
512 which specifies the time within the presentation of the
moment or interval described by the contents of Media
Frame 511. As shown in FIG. 5, a set of pointers to
individual frames in Media Input Buffer 510 is maintained,
which pointers are:

0086) 1) Oldest Frame: pointer 514 points to a frame
holding the oldest (earliest) Multimedia Data in
Media Input Buffer 510.

0087), 2) Current Frame: pointer 515 points to a
frame holding the Multimedia Data currently being
played.
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0088 3) Furthest Frame Played: pointer 516 points
to a frame holding the most advanced (latest in time)
Multimedia Data in Media Input Buffer 510 that has
been played So far.

0089. 4) Youngest Frame: pointer 517 points to a
frame holding the most recent (latest in time) Mul
timedia Data in Media Input Buffer 510. This is the

frame for the latest media moment stored in Media

Input Buffer 500.
0090. In accordance with one embodiment, media frames
arrive from Multimedia Content Server 400 in time-sequen
tial order, with frames having earlier timestamps generally
arriving before frames having later timestamps. The frame
occupancy of Media Input Buffer 510 is then managed, and
"Rapid Replay' made possible, using methods similar to the
following.
0091) If Media Input Buffer 510 is empty, the first frame
to arrive from Multimedia Content Server 400 is stored in

Media Input Buffer 510. Oldest Frame pointer 514 and
Youngest Frame pointer 517 are set to point to that frame.
Current Frame pointer 515 and Furthest Frame Played
pointer 516 are set to a null value.
0092) If Media Input Buffer 510 is not empty when a
frame arrives from Multimedia Content Server 400, the

newly arrived frame is stored in Media Input Buffer 510. If
its timestamp is earlier than the timestamp of the frame
pointed to by Oldest Frame pointer 514, that pointer is
modified to point to the newly arrived frame. If the times
tamp associated with the newly arrived frame is later than
the timestamp associated with the frame pointed to by
Youngest Frame pointer 517, that pointer is modified to
point to the newly arrived frame.
0093. When sufficient media frames are in hand in Media
Input Buffer 510, or some other condition or event ensues
that initiates playback, Multimedia Player 500 begins to
process the first frame. At this point, Current Frame pointer
515 and Furthest Frame Played pointer 516 are set to point
to the first frame being processed, which is the frame pointed
to by Oldest Frame pointer 514.
0094) From time to time, Multimedia Player 500 is ready
to process another frame. Each time this occurs, Current
Frame pointer 515 is compared to Youngest Frame pointer
517. If pointer 515 and pointer 517 are equal, playback
pauses until another frame arrives from Multimedia Content
Server 400, is stored in Media Input Buffer 510, and
Youngest Frame pointer 517 has advanced to point to the
newly acquired frame. When pointer 517 points to a frame
with a later timestamp than pointer 515, pointer 515 is
advanced to the next temporally Sequential frame in Media
Input Buffer 510.
0.095 Whenever Current Frame pointer 515 is advanced,
it is compared to Furthest Frame Played pointer 516. If
pointer 515 points to a frame with a later timestamp than
pointer 516, pointer 516 is set equal to pointer 515.
0096. Whenever pointer 516 is advanced, the difference
between the timestamp of the frame it points to and the
timestamp of the frame that is pointed to by Oldest Frame
pointer 514 is calculated. The difference between these two
timestamps is the Maximum Retention Time. If the Maxi
mum Retention Time is larger than a Behavioral Parameter
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entitled Desired Retention Time (the number of seconds of
previously-played content that is to be retained in Media
Input Buffer 510 during playback), the frame that is pointed
to by Youngest Frame pointer 514 is discarded from Media
Input Buffer 510, and pointer 514 is advanced to point to the
next frame-that is, the frame in Media Input Buffer 510
with the earliest timestamp.
0097. Whenever Multimedia Player 500 receives a Player
Control Message requesting a repositioning of its playback
location to a media position corresponding to any Media
Frame 511 that is stored in Media Input Buffer 510, it can
accomplish that repositioning in Rapid Playback Mode. The
necessary Multimedia Content information is Stored in
Media Input Buffer 510, and Multimedia Player 500 can
reposition its current location and begin playback immedi
ately.
0098. At any moment during playback, the largest jump
back in time that Multimedia Player 500 can accomplish in
Rapid Replay mode is the difference between the timestamp
of the Current Frame, and the timestamp of the Youngest
Frame. This is called the Current Retention Time. The

maximum possible jump back in time is possible when
Multimedia Player 500 is not currently replaying content
that is, when Furthest Frame Played pointer 516 is equal to
Current Frame pointer 515.
0099. In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, a separate Behavioral Parameter called Desired
Retention Time is maintained. In accordance with another

embodiment, the Desired Retention Time value is calculated

from a Behavioral Parameter Backup Time. For example,
Desired Retention Time may be calculated as:
Desired Retention Time=x*Backup Time

0100 where X is a number equal to or greater than 1.
0101. In accordance with another embodiment, the deci
sion rule to determine whether the Youngest Frame should
be discarded may take into account the current playback
Speed. One possible decision rule is to discard the Youngest
Frame if Maximum Retention Time is greater than the
product of Desired Retention Time and the current playback
Speed. Thus, twice the usual media content would be kept on
hand if the current playback Speed was twice the normal
playback Speed. Other Suitable Such decision rules will
occur to those of ordinary skill in the art.
0102 Although the examples discussed above focus on
modifying the current playback location So as to replay
content that has already been played, it will be clear to those
of ordinary skill in the art that the new desired playback
location could be ahead of the current playback location.
The advantages of Rapid Replay would still hold completely
or partially if the desired location were already contained in
Media Input Buffer 510, or indeed if any of the buffers
earlier than the desired new location, but within the specified
Desired Retention Time of the desired new location, were

contain in Media Input Buffer 510.
0103) In accordance with another embodiment, all or
Some of the Say Again functionality described above, for
example but not limited to the Rapid Replay functionality, is
implemented by maintaining a Rendering Data Input Buffer

(RDIB) in association with each Media Rendering Compo
nent 600. The RDIB for each Component holds the media
Specific rendering data Sent to that Component by Multime
dia Player 500.
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0104. In a manner similar to functionality of Media Input
Buffer 510 as described above, each of these RDIBS hold

Some data which has not yet been processed by its corre
sponding Media Rendering Component, and Some data
which recently has been processed by that Component.
Associated with each RDIB is a set of pointers parallel in
function to the Frame pointers 514,515, 516, and 517.
0105. In such an implementation, when a Say Again
function is triggered, SAC 200 sends appropriate Playback
Mode Control Messages to each Media Rendering Compo
nent 600. These Messages instruct each Component to move
its RDIB current position pointer to the desired playback
location for its corresponding media stream. SAC 200 then
restarts each Media Rendering Component 600.
0106 Throughout this process, Multimedia Player 500
may continue to run without any changed. Alternatively,
SAC 200 may temporarily pause the Player so as to prevent
data overrun in the Rendering Data Input Buffers, or may
instruct the Player to perform Some other Supportive func
tion, Such as generating rendering data with Some altered
characteristics.

0107. It should be understood that embodiments of the
preset invention include the use of any number of behavioral
parameters, or code behaviors that affect playback and are
not limited to the Specific behavioral parameters discussed
or described above. For example, and without limitation,
behavioral parameters may further include parameterS Such
as: playback location, playback Speed; encoding quality;
rendered quality, and durations for Such parameters to take
effect. In addition, it should be further understood that,

although one or more of the above-described embodiments
indicated that the playback Speed should resume to a play
back Speed in effect at the point in the media work when the
“Say Again” trigger was invoked, the present invention is
not thusly limited. In fact, embodiments of the present
invention exist in which the playback rate is increased,

decreased, or moved toward a target playback rate (in
accordance with any method of interpreting the behavioral
parameters), which playback rate changes can occur at

locations which are prior to, or after the location in the media
work at which point the trigger was activated. In Still further
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example, the distance from the trigger invocation location
can be specified as an offset, a percentage, or means for
calculating an amount from the trigger invocation location,
etc.

0108. In addition, still further embodiments exist which,
instead of backing up and replaying portions at a reduced
playback rate, the playback rate during replay is increased.
This embodiment advantageously provides a useful review
of the previous portions of the media work played for the
purpose of Verifying transcription, understanding, and the
like.

0109. In addition, still further embodiments exist which,
instead of backing up and replaying portions of a media
work during playback as described above, advance or skim
through material by increasing playback Speed of a portion,
Skip over a portion, or any combination thereof. In fact in
accordance with one Such embodiment, a behavioral param
eter may indicate that, upon activation of a trigger mecha
nism, the encoding quality, and possibly the data rate of the
media work, should be decreased while playback Speed is
increased. Advantageously this may serve to accommodate
limited network bandwidth.

0110 Those skilled in the art will recognize that the
foregoing description has been presented for the Sake of
illustration and description only. AS Such, it is not intended
to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form
disclosed.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for replaying a portion of a media work
which comprises Steps of
playing the media work;
receiving input from a user to replay;
analyzing parameters to determine the portion of the
media work to replay;
altering at least a part of the portion; and
replaying the portion.
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